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Highlights of the submitted paper “An Adaptive Predictive Control Scheme 

with Dynamic Hysteresis Modulation Applied to a DC-DC Buck 

Converter” 

 

 A simple adaptive-predictive control scheme for a DC-DC buck converter is 

proposed 

 

 A hysteresis modulation is introduced to enrich the closed-loop control performance  

 

 The control scheme is robust to modelling errors due to an on-line parameter 

estimation 

 

 It is suited to control complex nonlinear electronic devices in renewable energy field 

 

 Simulations and experiments in a setup verify the robustness in real cases  
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An Adaptive Predictive Control Scheme with Dynamic
Hysteresis Modulation Applied to a DC-DC Buck

Converter

Abstract

This article proposes a recent Adaptive Predictive (AP) control technique ap-

plied to a DC-DC buck converter. This converter topology has a wide range

of applications in the current electronic and electrical systems that demand an

efficient use of low bus voltage and specific requirements in load current con-

sumption. Nevertheless, this converter, and in general any DC-DC converter

topology, presents a control challenge due to its nonlinear nature. Hence, in

this article, it is proposed an adaptive predictive control scheme that has low

implementation complexity and improves the buck converter performance since

it provides a fast response of the output voltage. Moreover, the output is ad-

equately regulated even when the system is subjected to perturbations in the

reference voltage, in the input voltage, in the load or in the converter param-

eters that may be seen as faults in the system. On the other hand, one of

the main contributions of the proposed control technique with respect to other

controllers is that the AP control scheme allows to on-line infer the parametric

status of the plant thanks to its adaptive stage. In addition, a dynamic Hys-

teresis Modulator (HM) is properly inserted in the control strategy to improve

the dynamic behaviour of the Adaptive Mechanism (AM), and in general, of

the entire closed-loop control performance. To validate the effectiveness of the

control design, a wide range of numerical experiments are carried out by using

Matlab/Simulink. Finally, the developed control technique was implemented in

a benchmark experimental platform. According to the experimental results, the

proposed predictive control is suitable for real scenarios in the power electronics

applications.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the power electronics field has had an enormous growth,

mainly in the branch of regulation, conversion and distribution of energy [1, 2].

This, due to the high demand of electrical and electronic applications that re-

quire devices that realize these tasks. Among all the variety of power electronics5

devices, DC-DC converters are one of the most common and most studied by

engineers and researchers [1].

Regarding to the control engineering, the DC-DC converters constitute an

important challenge due to their switched nonlinear and time-varying character-10

istics [2, 3, 4], the fast changes in their reference voltage, their high sensitivity to

the frequently changing loading conditions [5], their very small sampling period

[6] and the changes in the system parameters related to external perturbations.

All of these challenging tasks highly depend on the application. For instance, in

photovoltaic (PV) systems, the DC-DC converter output voltage may be sub-15

jected to external perturbations due to the variations of the solar irradiation on

the PV panel. These variations may be rapid, for instance, under fast shading

conditions [7, 8]. Hence, the controller of the DC-DC converters applied to a

PV system must be robust to changes in the input voltage and external per-

turbations [9]. In general, the main objective of DC-DC converters is to ensure20

stability with an adequate dynamic response in order to achieve a desired load

output voltage by guaranteeing a good performance while optimizing the utility

life of the electronic components [3]. The most common DC-DC converters are

the buck converter, which is the one treated in this paper and basically consists

in decreasing the output voltage on the load with respect to the input voltage,25

the boost converter that works to increase the voltage with respect to its input,

and finally the buck-boost also known as Cûk converter, which realizes both

2
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tasks, decreases and increases the load voltage according to the control switch

position [10].

30

Nowadays, and because of the buck converter advantages, such as its small

size, low weight, and high efficiency [2, 11, 12], it is universally used for a great

amount of applications that require low bus voltage and low-to-medium load

current consumption [7, 13, 14]. This converter has been employed in the real-

ization of battery chargers [15, 16], and battery-operated portable equipment,35

due to its simple structure and low-cost [17, 18]. In the automotive field, the

buck converter is widely used. One example of it is its bidirectional version for

applications in dual battery system for hybrid electric vehicles [19, 20]. Further-

more, in the management of energy, the DC-DC converters have been adopted

along with an adequate control technique, to improve the optimization of the40

total cost of fuel cell/battery in hybrid electric vehicles [21, 22]. Last but not

least, in the renewable energies area, the buck converter also has won popular-

ity, for instance, to feed power from distributed generators into smart grids [9]

and to improve the efficiency of energy provided by photovoltaic panels through

maximum power point tracking techniques [23, 24, 25].45

In the last two decades, a considerable amount of control techniques have

been applied to these devices, of which mainly focus on the Sliding Mode Con-

trol (SMC) technique [26, 27], which is a notable control strategy that has been

applied in a wide range of engineering systems [28]. This strategy has received50

much attention owing to its advantages of simple structure, strong robustness

and its immunity towards matched uncertainties [10, 26, 27]. However, its con-

vergence time might be notably long and the infinite switching frequency caused

by the sign function in its controller cannot be completely avoided [28]. Some

improvements of the conventional SMC also have been presented with the aim of55

eliminating its main disadvantages, for instance, by proposing a switching sliding

surface or a fixed frequency and an adaptive backstepping sliding mode control

[29, 30, 31]. On the other hand, the habitual Proportional-Integral-Derivative

3
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(PID) controller has been used in DC-DC converters because of its simplicity

[4]. Nevertheless, this method does not ensure robustness over a wide range of60

operating points since it involves linearization around a specific operating point

[4, 10]. In spite of it, PID controller has been jointly employed with other tech-

niques to improve its performance taking advantages of the combined strategies,

for instance, with a neural network based technique, with current feed-back loop

by invoking hysteresis or with a finite-time control strategy [32, 33, 34]. Like-65

wise, the Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) control scheme is also popular in

DC-DC converters. This technique utilizes a signal modulation by reason of

the switching necessity of the actuator to achieve the control objective [9, 35].

Furthermore, optimal controllers seek to solve the control problem statement by

minimizing a properly designed cost function. Normally, the cost function may70

incorporate the uncertainties and constraints of the system which results in a

proper control performance. However, the design of an adequate cost function

can be a complex mathematical realization [12, 36, 37]. Other control techniques

for DC-DC converters are Super-Twisting (STW) algorithms [38], Fuzzy Logic

controllers [39], and Neural Networks based techniques [32, 40]. On the other75

hand, hysteretic controllers are an alternative way to achieve the control objec-

tive of DC-DC converters thanks to their simplicity, no need of compensation,

instantaneous response and no limitations on the switch conduction time [7].

Still, the necessity of an adequate sensing stage makes that these controllers

may be costly in terms of economic saving and computational work [3, 33].80

Additionally, the standard Adaptive Control scheme is also an alternative to

control the DC-DC converters. By using this technique, the converter not only

estimates and adapts the values of the uncertain parameters but also reaches

the steady state in limited time. The paper in [5] realizes a very clear summary

of the adaptive techniques in the DC-DC converters state-of-art. Finally, in the85

area of power converters, some Predictive Control techniques have emerged as

a good alternative [6, 41]. The Model Predictive Control (MPC) obtains the

control action by solving an optimization problem with future prediction over

a finite horizon [42]. The main advantage of this technique is that the system

4
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constraints and nonlinearities may be considered in the cost function [6, 43].90

Nevertheless, the MPC presents disadvantages, such as, the difficulty of the

cost function design or the lack of stability guarantees [42, 43]. The Predictive

Control technique has been successfully used in photovoltaic applications where

a Maximum Power Point Tracking is combined jointly to the DC-DC converter

controller to improve the efficiency of the energy provided by the photovoltaic95

panel [44, 45].

Since there are still many disadvantages to be defeated in the DC-DC con-

verter controllers, this article proposes a recent control scheme for the buck

converter based on an Adaptive Predictive (AP) strategy. The AP control100

scheme is a well established technique that has been applied in a wide variety

of industrial applications [46, 47, 48]. In this article, a remodeled Adaptive Pre-

dictive control is proposed to improve the DC-DC buck converter performance.

Generally speaking, the AP control strategy requires the mathematical model of

the process to predict its future behaviour that is re-planed every sample time.105

Moreover, the AP scheme utilizes an adaptive system to auto-adjust the changes

in the plant due to perturbations or faults. The strategy is established in a lin-

ear model even if the process is nonlinear, as it will be seen later in this article.

This is one of the advantages of the proposed method since the control scheme

is simple to conceive and implement. Besides, unlike the traditional predictive110

control scheme, the AP control design does not use an optimization problem

and the prediction horizon is just realized one period in the future, making it a

simple but effective option to reduce computational cost and to obtain a good

controller performance. Additionally, an Hysteresis Modulator (HM) is inserted

in the control scheme to improve the performance of the controller since it pro-115

vides persistent excitation to the Adaptive Mechanism to ensure the parameters

convergence [48, 49]. This extra stage in the control scheme guarantees to solve

problems such as saturation in the control law and parameter drift [47], among

other advantages provided by this modulation stage. Finally, it will be exposed

how the Adaptive Mechanism provides on-line information about the condition120

5
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of the process parameters. This allows us to infer the status of the system, which

could be useful to post-process the estimated parameters with the objective of

detecting faults in the system.

In this article a wide range of experiments is presented. Firstly, numerical125

experiments are realized in Matlab/Simulink. Furthermore, because one of the

most typical application of DC-DC converters is in the solar renewable energy

field, this article presents an application of the proposed control scheme in a

PV system at a numerical experiment level. This is realized by employing a PV

panel as the voltage supply to the buck converter. Hence, it is validated that130

the proposal has a good performance even when the buck converter is subjected

to the common irradiation change perturbation presented in the PV panel due

to shading conditions. Secondly, the technique exposed here, is also tested in

an experimental platform where the results were compared to those obtained

with a typical PI controller. Hence, it will be seen that the proposed technique135

has a good performance since it has a fast convergence response under changes

in reference voltage, in input voltage and in the load. Moreover, the controller

is robust since it maintains the output voltage well regulated even when there

are variations in the inductance which is one of the principal components of the

converter.140

Hereafter, Section 2 presents the DC-DC buck converter mathematical model.

Afterward, Section 3 exposes the proposed Adaptive Predictive control. Numer-

ical experiment results are depicted in Section 4. On the other hand, the results

of the experimental implementation in a real DC-DC buck converter are shown145

in Section 5; the result discussion is presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions

are drawn in Section 7.
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2. DC-DC Buck Converter Modeling

The conventional electronic circuit of the buck converter is shown in Fig.150

1. It is mainly composed of an input voltage source (E), a switch mechanism

(S), a diode (D), an inductor (L), a capacitor (C), and finally the load, which

usually is a resistor (R). Based on circuit analysis and under ideal assumptions,

the buck converter dynamic model may given by [10]:

Lż1(t) = −z2(t) + u(t)E,

Cż2(t) = z1(t)− z2(t)
R , (1)

where, z1 = iL is the inductor current, z2 = Vo is the output voltage and u is155

the switching control input. By assuming that the circuit is in Continuous Con-

duction Mode (CCM), this is, the minimum instantaneous value of the inductor

current does not drop to zero even in load variation conditions, the following

state normalization by using the time scale transformation τ = t√
LC

, may be

introduced [4]:160

x1 =
z1
E

√
L

C
, x2 =

z2
E
. (2)

Thus, the normalized model that will serve for control design purposes is

given by [10]:

ẋ1(t) = −x2(t) + u(t),

ẋ2(t) = x1(t)− x2(t)
Q ,

y(t) = Ex2(t), (3)

RCE

Li

o

L

D

Su=1

u=0

V
Load

Figure 1: Buck converter electronic diagram.
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where Q = R
√
C/L and y(t) is the output equation. Hence, x1(t) and x2(t)

are now the normalized state variables, the inductor current and output volt-

age, respectively. From the system in equation (3) it is possible to obtain the165

parameterized transfer function, which will be later useful to design the Predic-

tive Model and the Adaptive Mechanism of the control scheme. Therefore, the

parameterized transfer function to (3) can be stated by its relation, in Laplace

domain, between the output process Y (s) and the input control U(s) as folows:

G(s) =
Y (s)

U(s)
=

a1
s2 + a2s+ a3

, (4)

where a1, a2 and a3 are the plant parameters to be estimated by the Adap-170

tive Mechanism, and then employed by the Predictive Model. Additionally,

note that equation (4) is a second order transfer function that will facilitate

to conceive the control design and it is suitable to obtain an outstanding con-

trol performance for the buck converter. This is one of the main important

attributes of the proposed technique, since it is possible to control nonlinear175

systems through a linear control design.

3. Adaptive Predictive Control Design

In this section, the stages of the Adaptive Predictive control scheme are

described. This control methodology is based on an approximated dynamic180

mathematical model that depicts the process to be controlled. This model is

required to obtain the Predictive Model, based on a discrete-time realization,

which generates the control law. On the other hand, the process model is also

useful to design the Adaptive Mechanism, which serves to auto-adjust the pro-

cess parameters under any possible change in the plant, provoked mainly by185

external perturbations or faults in the system. Figure 2 depicts the general

structure of the Adaptive Predictive control [46, 47, 48]. Where, for the buck

converter implementation, y(t) is the converter output voltage, yd(k + 1) is the

desired trajectory generated by the Driver Block, â1(k), â2(k) and â3(k) are the

8
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Driver Block
Predictive
Model

Buck Converter

Electronic Circuit

Adaptive

Mechanism
a (k),1

y (t)r

u(k)

y(t)

y(k),

(eq. 13)

(eq. 12)

y (k+1)d

a (k),2 a (k)3

(eq. 7)

T

Figure 2: Adaptive Predictive control block diagram.

process estimated parameters and u(k) is the control law. In addition, yr(t) is190

the reference voltage that may change with the time, depending on the appli-

cation or the user preferences and it is processed in discrete time by the Driver

Block, as well as the process output.

3.1. Predictive Model195

This block generates the adaptive predictive control law u(k). Since the Pre-

dictive Model is established in discrete-time domain, the Euler’s discretization

forward-difference law is invoked [44, 47]:

dx

dt
≈ x(k + 1)− x(k)

T
, (5)

where, T is the sampling-time period. Then, by transforming the equation (4)

into discrete-time domain through the expression in (5), the Predictive Model200

is obtained as follows,

ŷ(k + 1) =
−y(k)[− 2

T 2 − â2(k)
T + â3(k)]− y(k−1)

T 2 + â1(k)u(k)
1
T 2 + â2(k)

T

. (6)

In the equation above, ŷ(k+1) represents the prediction of the process output

for the instant k+1 done at the instant k. Hence, the Predictive Model uses the

estimated parameters by the Adaptive Mechanism at the instant k: â1(k), â2(k),

9
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â3(k). Note that equation (6) is a future estimation of the process output that205

employs all the information from the dynamic process [46, 50]. Later on, the

output prediction (6) is expressed as a desired value ŷ(k+ 1) = yd(k+ 1). This

signal is perceived as a desired trajectory projected with its own dynamic and

it is provided by the Driver Block. Thereby, the following adaptive predictive

control law is obtained [46, 50, 47]:210

u(k) =
yd(k + 1)[ 1

T 2 + â2(k)
T ] + y(k)[− 2

T 2 − â2(k)
T + â3(k)] + y(k−1)

T 2

â1(k)
. (7)

3.2. Adaptive Mechanism

The Adaptive Mechanism (AM) design is implemented in continuous-time

domain, nevertheless the estimated parameters are processed in discrete-time

domain as the Predictive Model requires (see Fig. 2). The Adaptive Mechanism

adjusts the model parameters to compensate the dynamic changes provoked, for215

instance, by external perturbations or faults in the process. Thus, the AP con-

trol scheme is robust under perturbations, since the AM stage will compensate

the changes in the plant provoked by those perturbations. Due to the Adaptive

Mechanism employs information from the prediction error in its model, it is not

required extra mathematical or computational work to compensate the error220

between the output process y(t) and the reference value yr(t), as other control

techniques do it [6, 51].

The Adaptive Mechanism block could be seen as a “learning system”, and

its realization is by the well known Gradient Algorithm [49]. Note in Fig. 3,225

that the Adaptive Mechanism receives information from the process output and

the control signal. In the approach presented here, the objective of this block

is to obtain the parameters â1, â2 and â3 that are the estimation of the process

parameters in (4) that accompany the process dynamic.

230

From the Gradient Algorithm expressed as
˙̂
θ(t) = −γφ(t)e(t), where γ > 0

is a proposed value known as adaptation gain, φ(t) is the regression matrix and

10
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Adaptive Mechanism

Filter

G (s)F1

Filter

G (s)F1

Filter

G (s)F2

Parameter Estimation

a (t),1

u(t) y(t)

y(t), a (t),2 a (t)3

u (t) y (t) y (t)f f1 f2

Figure 3: Adaptive Mechanism scheme.

e(t) is the output estimation error e(t) = ŷ(t)− y(t); a vector representation of

the parameter estimation can be written as [49]:

˙̂
θ(t) = −γφ(t)[ŷ(t)− y(t)]. (8)

The regression matrix is obtained by filtering the input and output signals235

of the Adaptive Mechanism (see Fig. 3). To do this, two stable second order

filters are proposed:

GF1(s) =
s

s2 + λ1s+ λ2
, GF2(s) =

1

s2 + λ1s+ λ2
, (9)

where λ1 and λ2 are the design parameters of the filters. Thus, by filtering

the signals and by applying basic algebra concepts, the Laplace domain process

output expression is obtained:240

Y (s) = a1Uf +A2Yf1 +A3Yf2 = [a1 A2 A3]




Uf

Yf1

Yf2


 = θ?Tφ, (10)

where, A2 = λ1 − a2, A3 = λ2 − a3 and θ?T forms the parameters vector. On

the other hand, Uf , Yf1 and Yf2 are the corresponding filtered signals. Then,

an estimation of the equation above in continuous-time domain can be written

as:

11
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ŷ(t) = â1uf + Â2yf1 + Â3yf2 = [â1 Â2 Â3]




uf

yf1

yf2


 = θ̂Tφ(t), (11)

where, Â2 = λ1 − â2 and Â3 = λ2 − â3. Finally, by replacing the equation (11)245

in the vector representation (8), the dynamic model that realizes the parameter

estimation is obtained:

˙̂a1 = −γuf [â1uf + Â2yf1 + Â3yf2 − y],

˙̂
A2 = −γyf1[â1uf + Â2yf1 + Â3yf2 − y],

˙̂
A3 = −γyf2[â1uf + Â2yf1 + Â3yf2 − y]. (12)

3.3. Driver Block

The aim of this block is to generate a reference trajectory to be used by the

Predictive Model based on a reference model. This block basically induces that250

the process output smoothly evolves when the reference value or the operation

point of the process variable is abruptly modified. Therefore, the Driver Block

makes the task of updating at every sample time, with information from the

process output y(k), a desired reference trajectory yd(k + 1). In this manner,

the control law is physically implementable with a smooth behaviour. Hence,255

based on a fairly typical example of a reference model [46], in this article it is

proposed the Driver Block equation as follows:

yd(k + 1) = α1yr(k) + α2yr(k − 1)− β1y(k), (13)

where yd(k + 1) is the output signal to be employed by the Predictive Model

and yr(k) is the user reference value, processed in discrete-time domain by the

Driver Block. Moreover, α1, α2 and β1 are the design stable parameters assigned260

to attenuate oscillations [52].

12
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3.4. The Hysteresis Modulator in the Predictive Control Scheme

In the field of power electronic converters, the basic concept of hysteresis

is useful, for this reason some control strategies appeal to it to accomplish its265

control objective [7]. This is because the actuator of the power converters is a

commutator device and the hysteresis systems have a kind of on/off dynamic

delay that facilitates the control implementation and improves the controller

performance [53, 54]. Typically, controllers based on hysteresis consists of pro-

gramming the delay band that can be fixed to a certain value or not [53]; there-270

fore, the process output is regulated to a given reference value. For instance, the

canonical behaviour of a hysteresis controller with a fixed band is represented

in Fig. 4. Recently, the hysteresis controllers applied to DC-DC converters

have demonstrated to be useful to adjust the system response in the event of

any change of the line input voltage or load variations, to solve the problem of275

switching frequency variation or to avoid infinite switching frequency [3, 54, 55].

However, the techniques that appeal just to hysteresis to control the converters

require more cost in sensors and the task of adequately adjust the band hys-

teresis may result complicated [7]. Moreover, typically, the hysteresis strategy

employs a static commutation [7, 53, 54], it means, there is no dynamic transi-280

tion in the hysteresis loop.

In this article, a dynamic hysteresis system is proposed as a modulator be-

tween the Adaptive Predictive control law and the plant to be controlled (see

Fig. 5). This block takes advantage of the hysteresis qualities mentioned before,285

along with the Adaptive Predictive control scheme benefits. In this proposal,

the hysteresis has an important role in the control scheme since it provides the

persistent excitation required for the Adaptive Mechanism to adjust the con-

troller dynamics [49, 56]. Moreover, the Hysteresis Modulation block acts as a

modulator of the predictive control signal. In this manner, the plant receives290

an adequate control signal to accomplish the control objective [47]. Finally, the

hysteresis provides other advantages such as avoiding saturation problems or

adjusting the system response under abrupt external perturbations.
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reference

output
process

hysteresis
band

switching
control

Figure 4: Performance of a fixed band hysteresis system [53].

Thereby, the predictive control scheme along with the Hysteresis Modulator295

is presented in Fig. 5. Moreover, the implemented dynamic hysteresis equation

is proposed as follows [8, 48]:

ż(t) = αhm[−z(t) + bhmsgn(x(t) + ahmsgn(z(t)))], (14)

where ahm and bhm ∈ R+ are the hysteresis loop parameters and z(t) is the in-

ternal variable of the hysteresis model. On the other hand, αhm is the constant-

transition rate. In Fig. 5, it is possible to observe that the input of the hysteresis300

model x(t) is now the predictive control law u(k) and its output will be the new

control law uhm(k) employed by the Adaptive Mechanism and the process.

Driver Block
Predictive

Model

Buck Converter

Electronic Circuit

Adaptive

Mechanism

a (k),1

y (t)r
u(k) y(k)

y(k),

(eq. 13) (Model Fig. 7)

(eq. 12)

y (k+1)d

a (k),2 a (k)3

Hysteresis

Modulation

u (k)hm

(eq. 7) (eq. 14)

T

Figure 5: Scheme of the proposed control strategy along with the Hysteresis Modulation block.
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Figure 6: An hysteresis loop example.

Figure 6 is depicted as an example, to appreciate the behaviour of the hys-

teresis dynamic equation. This graphic is a x(t) vs z(t) plot of the open loop305

hysteresis response with parameters set as αhm = 5, bhm = 0.1 and ahm = 5.

Furthermore, the input signal x(t) is a sinusoidal one x(t) = 50 sin(0.4π).

4. Numerical Experiment Results

In this section, different numerical experiments will be illustrated to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of the proposed predictive control technique. These exper-310

iments were realized in Matlab/Simulink 2018b. The realistic buck converter

parameters used for these simulations were obtained from a real DC-DC setup

and are listed in Table 1. In addition, the parameters of the control scheme are

set as follows: αhm = 5, ahm = 5, bhm = 0.1, γ = −0.001, λ1 = 10, λ2 = 5,

α1 = α2 = 100, β1 = 200. These parameters were tuned by the trial and error315

procedure by fulfilling the criteria of stability for the filters and the Driver Block

equation. Finally, the sample time T is set to 0.05 ms. In Fig. 7, the Simulink

model of the buck converter employed for the experiments is shown.

4.1. Step Changes in the Reference Voltage320

This subsection mainly exposes how the control objective of regulating the

output voltage of the buck converter is accomplished even when the reference
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Figure 7: Buck converter Simulink model.

voltage is modified. This scenario is realistic, for instance, when the user changes

the reference value according to a required application of the buck converter.

In these experiments, the reference voltage is altered by step changes every325

second from 15 V, to 20 V, to 25 V. In Fig. 8 it is possible to observe that

the control performance is satisfactorily executed since the different values of

reference voltage are achieved in fast time and without overshoots. Note that

the oscillation condition in the output response is due to the hysteretical nature

of the closed-loop system and it does not compromise the performance of the330

converter controller. Moreover, depending on the application, the oscillations

Table 1: Buck converter parameters.

DC input voltage 50V

Switching frequency 20kHz

Inductor L 0.004 H

Capacitor C 2.5µ F

Load resistor R 22.2Ω

Resistor in inductor 0.04 Ω

Diode snubber resistance 0.1Ω

Diode snubber capacitance 20µ F
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Figure 8: (a) Output voltage response with step changes in the reference voltage. (b) (c) (d)

The corresponding zoom-in versions.

might be attenuated by employing adequate filters, among other techniques [57].

Finally, in order to illustrate the actuation of the control law, the PWM sig-

nal (see Fig. 7) was filtered by using a low-pass filter GPWM (s) = 10/(s+ 10).335

This filtered signal is shown in Fig. 9 where it is appreciable the control action

every time the voltage reference is readjusted.

4.2. Step Change in the Input Voltage

In this numerical experiment, a step down change from 50 to 40 V in the340

input voltage occurs at 0.5 seconds. This kind of scenario is important to con-

sider since it is a realistic situation when the voltage supply to the converter is
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Figure 9: Filtered PWM signal.

subjected to variable voltage conditions such as voltage drop or overloading, or

when the voltage supply does not have a control stage to maintain the input

voltage to the converter regulated. One example of this scenario could be a DC-345

DC power converter used in a photovoltaic system. The result of this experiment

is shown in Fig. 10. From this, it is possible to observe that the needed time to

reach the reference voltage (20 V) is approximately 5 milliseconds. Moreover,

when the input voltage changes from 50 V to 40 V at 0.5 seconds, the system

takes approximately the same time to retrieve the voltage reference value.350

4.3. Step Change in the Load Resistance

This subsection presents the numerical experiment results with a step change

in the converter load. Just as the previous experiments, the variation in the load

is also a realistic case in DC-DC converters applications. For instance, when an355

inductive motor linked to the DC-DC converter is broken down, the load seen

by the converter will vary from its original value. This is why, this experiment

is also useful to validate the proposed control technique. In this simulation,

the change in the load is invoked at 0.5 seconds, from 22.2Ω to 27.2Ω, and the

reference voltage is 25 V. Additionally, it is shown the response of the process360

estimated parameters â1, â2 and â3. This is useful to observe two important

keys of the Adaptive Mechanism: 1) the dynamic response of the parameters,
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Figure 10: (a) Output voltage response with a step down change in the input voltage. (b) (c)

The corresponding zoom-in versions.

and 2) the utility of this block of giving information about the parameters vari-

ation to infer when an abrupt change occurs in the process. In this experiment,

the value of the gain γ = −1000 is greater than in the previous simulations to365

accelerate the dynamic of the adaptive system since it is slower than the control

scheme dynamic [58]. The process output response is presented in Fig. 11. On

the other hand, the estimated parameters are depicted in Fig. 12 where it is

possible to note the variation in the estimated parameters â2 and â3 when the

change in the load is invoked.370
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Figure 11: (a) Output voltage response with a step up change in the load. (b) (c) The zoom-in

versions.

4.4. Step Change in the Inductor Parameter

For this numerical analysis, a fault in the inductance L was introduced at

0.5 seconds. This fault was simulated by abruptly change the value of the induc-

tance from 0.002 H to 0.004 H. The reference value is 25 V. Figure 13 exposes375

the output voltage response. Additionally, in this experiment it is also shown

the estimated parameters behaviour in Fig. 14, where it is observable the pa-

rameters reaction when the fault in the inductor occurs.

4.5. The Control Strategy Applied to a Buck Converter in Photovoltaic System380

One of the most important current application of DC-DC converters is in the

field of renewable energies. Therefore, in this subsection a numerical experiment
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Figure 12: (a) Estimated parameters when a step change load occurs at 0.5 seconds. (b) The

corresponding zoom-in graphic.
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Figure 13: (a) Output voltage response with a step change in the inductor. (b) (c) The

corresponding zoom-in graphics.
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Figure 14: (a) Estimated parameters with an induced error in the inductance value. (b) The

zoom-in graphic.

by using a PV system is presented. In this experiment, the input voltage of

the DC-DC buck converter is provided by a photovoltaic panel as is shown

in Fig. 15. The implemented PV array was the SunPower SPR serie 305-E,385

included in the libary Simscape in Simulink. This array consists on strings

of 66 PV modules connected in parallel. Each string consists of 5 modules

connected in series. For this experiment, the condition of temperature was

fixed at 28◦ C and the irradiance seen by the PV panel was modeled as shown

in Fig. 16. This was programmed with changes that may emulate shading390

conditions. The reference voltage was fixed at 90 V and the parameters of both

the control scheme and the buck converter, are the same used in the previous

exposed numerical experiments. Fig. 17 shows the input voltage of the converter

provided by the PV panel under the changes in the irradiance. On the other

hand, Fig. 18 shows the converter output voltage where it is worth to notice that395

the reference value is achieved even under the different values of the irradiance

in the PV panel.
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Figure 15: Buck converter implementation in Simulink by employing a PV panel array as the

voltage supply.
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Figure 16: Different levels of irradiance.
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Figure 17: Supplied voltage from the PV panel.
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Figure 18: Output voltage with supplied voltage from the PV panel.

Figure 19: Experimental platform.
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5. Results of the Control Implementation in a Realistic Buck Con-

verter Setup

In order to experimentally validate the proposed predictive control, a variety400

of experiments were carried out using a benchmark platform in the Electrical

Energy Laboratory (EELAB) in Ghent University. The parameters of each

component are listed in Table 1. Furthermore, the setup is the one presented in

Fig. 19, which is a three-phase inverter described in [59, 60]. However, it was

adjusted such that only one leg is used to get a buck converter configuration405

where the proposed control algorithm was implemented. The setup is integrated

with a DSP Texas Instrument processor, model TMS320F28335. This processor

provides a clock speed of 150 MHz and a floating-point unit.

The results obtained with the proposed technique are compared with the410

results obtained by employing a common PI controller. The parameters of the

PI controller are ki = 0.999 rad/s2 and kp = 0.001 rad/s. Worth mentioning,

that for the experimental implementation, the Adaptive Mechanism stage was

not programmed, instead of it, constant values were employed to program the

predictive control in equation (7). This is possible since, if the dynamic of the415

Adaptive Mechanism is slow (due to a small value of γ), the estimated param-

eters can be conceived as constant values and under an ideal assumption, they

are the nearest possible to the nominal process parameters. Then, for the ex-

periments, the estimated parameters are set â1 = 0.1, â2 = 4 and â3 = 10. On

the other hand, the values for the AP control scheme are αhm = 8, bhm = 5,420

α1 = α2 = 10 and β1 = 20.

5.1. Change in the Reference Voltage

In Fig. 20 the response of the output voltage (Ch1: yellow signal) is depicted

when the reference voltage of the buck converter has a step change from 0 V425

to 20 V. The time per division in Fig. 20(a) is 500 microseconds, on the other
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Output voltage response (Ch1), load current (Ch2) and inductor current (Ch3),

under a step up change in the reference voltage from 0 V to 20 V by employing PI controller

(a) and the proposed AP controller (b).

hand, in Fig. 20(b) is 5 milliseconds. From here, it is notable that the time that

takes the output voltage in achieving the stable reference value in both cases,

the PI controller and the proposal AP control, is similar. However, the response

with the proposed control technique is better than the one with the PI controller430

since it does not present overshoots. A similar conclusion can be deduced from

the experiment when the reference voltage has a step change from 20 V to 0

V in Fig. 21. Here the time per division is 1 millisecond and 10 milliseconds,

respectively. Signals blue (Ch2) and magenta (Ch3) are the measured current

through the load and in the inductor converter, respectively. Note that in these435

experiments the voltage probe was scaled by two the original measured value.

5.2. Step Change in the Input Voltage

The results presented in this subsection were obtained by inducing a step

change in the input voltage from 50 V to 100 V and vice versa. The reference440

value was set at 25 V. Fig. 22 gathers the results when the input voltage has a

step up change. On the other hand, Fig. 23 recovers the results when the input

voltage varies from 100 V to 50 V. In both cases, by employing both control
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: Output voltage response (Ch1), load current (Ch2) and inductor current (Ch3),

under a step down change in the reference voltage from 20 V to 0 V by employing PI controller

(a) and the proposed AP controller (b).

techniques, the results are very similar. The system barely notes the change and

it maintains the output voltage (Ch1) in the desired value. In these experiments445

the time per division is 25 milliseconds. Additionally, the green signal (Ch4)

is the input voltage to the buck converter and the magenta signal (Ch3) is the

converter current. Finally, the blue signal (Ch2) shows the moment when the

change in the input voltage occurs. From Fig. 23, the measured inductor cur-

rent shows that there is a spike with a high di/dt. Thus, it is worth to mention450

that this transient does not result into a change of the output voltage and it is

presented in both control algorithms, it may be concluded that the origin of this

issue is in the measurement system and not due to malfunction in the controllers.

5.3. Step Change in the Load455

In this experiment, a step change in the load is induced from 22.2 Ω to

27.2Ω and vice versa. First, when the step up change is invoked, the time per

division in the results with the PI control technique is 1 millisecond and 100

microseconds in the zoom version. On the other hand, the time per division for

the results with the AP proposal, is 5 milliseconds and 2.5 milliseconds in the460
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(a) (b)

Figure 22: Output voltage response (Ch1), current inductor (Ch3) and input voltage (Ch4),

under a step up change in the input voltage from 50 V to 100 V by employing PI controller

(a) and the proposed AP controller (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 23: Output voltage response (Ch1), current inductor (Ch3) and input voltage (Ch4),

under a step down change in the input voltage from 100 V to 50 V by employing PI controller

(a) and the proposed AP controller (b).
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zoom version. From Fig. 24, it is visible that the time in achieving the reference

voltage value is a bit faster with the PI controller, nevertheless in contrast with

it, the response of the AP controller does not present the overshoot unlike the

case with the PI control. In this figure, the green signal (Ch4) is used to identify

when the change in the load occurs. The set of graphics in Fig. 25 presents alike465

results obtained by doing the step down change in the load. In these results, the

time per division for the PI case is 2.5 milliseconds and 250 microseconds in the

zoom versions. Moreover, the time per division for the AP case is 5 milliseconds

and 1 millisecond in the zoom version.

470

5.4. Step Change in the Inductor

The set of graphics in Fig. 26 depicts the experiment results when a step

up change in the inductor is triggered from 2mH to 4mH. Although this sce-

nario may not be present in practice, since an abrupt change in the inductor

may mean the converter is completely broken down, it is a good experiment to475

validate robustness of the control technique. This experiment was realized by

switching the corresponding transistor in the setup to make the adequate array

with the inductors. In this specific experiment, the AP control has a faster

response (5 milliseconds/div and 1 millisecond/div in the zoom version) than

the PI case (2.5 milliseconds/div and 55 microseconds/div in the zoom version).480

Moreover, the PI controller results contain more overshooting. In these experi-

ments, the green signal (Ch4) represents the exact moment when the inductors

are switching. On the other hand, Fig. 27 depicts the results by doing the step

down change in the inductor. Note that in this case, for both controllers, the

system barely notices the change. Here, the time per division is 250 microsec-485

onds and 2.5 milliseconds, respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 24: Output voltage response (Ch1), and inductor current (Ch2) under a step up change

in the load from 22.2Ω to 25.2Ω by employing PI controller (a) and its zoom version (b), and

the proposed AP controller (c) and its zoom version (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 25: Output voltage response (Ch1), and inductor current (Ch2) under a step down

change in the load from 25.2Ω to 22.2Ω by employing PI controller (a) and its zoom version

(b), and the proposed AP controller (c) and its zoom version (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 26: Output voltage response (Ch1), inductor current (Ch2), and load current (Ch3)

under a step up change in the inductor from 2 mH to 4 mH by employing PI controller (a)

and its zoom version (b), and the proposed AP controller (c) and its zoom version (d).
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Output voltage response (Ch1), inductor current (Ch2), and load current (Ch3)

under a step down change in the inductor from 4 mH to 2 mH by employing PI controller (a)

and its zoom version (b), and the proposed AP controller (c) and its zoom version (d).

6. Discussion of Results

In this article, the presented results, both numerical and experimental, allow

us to draw some conclusions regarding the proposed control technique. Firstly,490

the results make inference that the Adaptive Predictive control strategy is an

adequate option to control the buck converter device since its main objective is

totally accomplished. That is, regulate the output voltage to a desired value.

Realistic scenarios have been emulated in numerical simulations and experimen-

tal implementation and in all cases the control strategy works as expected. If a495

comparison between the results from numerical experiments and real implemen-

tation is made, it can be seen that the time response is slower in the real cases.

This difference is mainly because the simulation model uses ideal conditions,

while in the case of the real implementation, the system is subjected to different

conditions, for instance, the signal-processing time, the velocity of the controller500

processing unit and the optimal useful life of the actuators, among other char-

acteristics always presented in real control systems. Nevertheless, even in the

real implementation, the proposed technique provides acceptable results in the

time response and in the robustness of the controller. On the other hand, as was

presented in Section 5, the conventional PI controller is a good option to accom-505
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plish the objective, however this kind of controller has a limited behaviour when

the system is subjected to external perturbations, for instance when the value of

the inductor varies (Fig. 26). As it was shown in the experimental results, the

AP control technique works better than the case with the PI controller when

the parameters of the system are subjected to changes, external perturbations510

or faults. For this reason, in general, the exposed proposal can be considered

as a better option since the AP control technique is more robust than the PI

controller. On the other hand, the proposal allows to extract more information

from the system thanks to the parameter estimation phase. Hence, the objective

in a near future is to implement the stage of the Adaptive Mechanism in the515

setup in order to diagnose the system in real time. Nonetheless, from numerical

experiments it is possible to deduce since now, that this phase will work as ex-

pected. Finally, from numerical and experimental results, it is notable that the

output voltage contains a ripple characteristic. This is an essential condition

produced by the hysteresis modulation stage and it is typically presented in520

controllers with hysteresis. Normally, the DC-DC converter objective is about

regulation, and since the plant itself or the user load may behave as signal fil-

ters, this rippling behaviour is usually accepted in most of the implementation

scenarios. In comparison with other control strategies in the state-of-the-art,

the main contribution of this paper lies in the on-line process state monitoring525

by the hystereticaly manipulated adaptive mechanism. Additionally, this adap-

tive stage is also able to compensate possible mismatched errors in the process

modeling during the control design. Thus, the proposed control approach does

not require an accurate mathematical model of the process to obtain the control

law, unlike, for instance, the conventional predictive control design. Finally, the530

low complexity of the control technique makes possible to reduce mathemati-

cal and computational efforts in comparison, for instance, to the conventional

optimal control techniques.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, a new control scheme for a DC-DC buck converter has been535

completely developed and tested through numerical and real experiments. The

control approach is a simple manner to accomplish the main power control ob-

jective of these electronic devices. That is, efficiently regulating the output

voltage of a DC-DC converter to a desired value even when the system is sub-

jected to the commonly existing perturbations, such as variation in the input540

voltage, fast changing in the reference command voltage, or a possible fault in

some of the buck-process parameters. The proposed predictive control scheme

has been experimentally evaluated in a benchmark platform outcoming to be

robust under different faulty scenarios. Moreover, the exposed results, both

numerical and experimental, show that the control objective is quickly accom-545

plished, which is a notable and always required property in the field of DC-DC

converter applications. On the other hand, the theoretical and analytical out-

comes exhibited in this article about an adaptive predictive control design are

the basis of a planned future work, where it is expected to implement the pro-

posed control scheme into a whole distributed energy system where the main550

energy is supplied by a renewable source. Hence, the predictive control strategy

will have to accomplish the control objective of extracting the maximum power

from a renewable source even when it is subjected to external perturbations,

efficiently regulating the extracted voltage through a DC-DC converter; and

properly controlling a DC-AC inverter coupled to a grid network.555
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Highlights of the submitted paper “An Adaptive Predictive Control Scheme
with  Dynamic  Hysteresis  Modulation  Applied  to  a  DC-DC  Buck
Converter”

 A  simple  adaptive-predictive  control  scheme  for  a  DC-DC  buck  converter  is
proposed

 A hysteresis modulation is introduced to enrich the closed-loop control performance

 The control  scheme is  robust  to  modelling  errors  due  to  an  on-line  parameter
estimation

 It is suited to control complex nonlinear electronic devices in renewable energy field

 Simulations and experiments in a setup verify the robustness in real cases 
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